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Twenty-six years ago, on January 5th, 1949, I took

my seat in the House of Representatives and heard for the

first time a

President of the United States deliver the Annual

Message to the Congress on the State of the Union.

President Harry Truman's opening words to the

8lst Congress were merrn rable.

~he

Bluntly, as was his st-rle,

said, "I am happy to report to

this 8lst Congress that the State of the Union is good.

Our

Nation is better able than ever before to meet the needs of

the Arnerican people

II

But !9YState of the Union message today -- to the 94th

Congress --

1s

different.

The State of the Union is not-good enough.

And yet it is also true, to paraphrase President

/

•

2

Truman, that our Nation is potentially better able than ever

before to meet the needs of the American people.

Today I ask for your cooperation --and offer mine --to

move the state of our Union in a new direction in 1975.

The state of our Union requires action now.

If we act,

then next year I · should be able to provide· better news.

this year the news is

But

such that I~do not expect much

applause here today.

Too many people have lost their jobs and cannot

find work;
Inflation is eroding our purchasing power;

Our economy is vulnerable to actions of foreign nations
which control a major share of the world 1 s oil;

Government spending has reached unacceptable proportions;

"
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No one should be misled.

There are

The

a

difficulties we

acts for the past

facing now are t

dec~?,

'\\1lat took years to

•.

develop cam1ot be corr

/'

wand, in or out

consequence of vur

',,

ted

'"

ov~ght.
.,

~government,

,/

There is no magic

",

that

wi~~

the housing and auto industries

everyone back

~~

at will bring

What we can do im.mediately is to begin to change

our ways.

It will take months --not days or weeks --to
'

see real progress, and years to see real solutions, but progress

and solutions can be achieved.

"

And they will be.

4

My message today is not intended to address
needs of America.

all the-comp-:fe~----

I will make specific recommendations for

La

n

j

domestic legislation such as the extev-sion of the Voting Rights Act.'f' ~

O!he1 aspects Of tire state ei tho Uni01l

,.,;u l>o :o<i<i~••••d lat&O!'.,

As I saiel t!e ilsie l'.z!lnet iean pEople of 11te cowzhy );{eneesy Rigl!t,
e moment has come to move in a new direction.

We can do t:_is

by fashioning a new partnership between the Congress, the Wbite House
and the people we both repres_ent. : __ _

Let us mobilize the most powerful and creative industrial

J

nation that ever existed on this earth, to put all our people to
work.

The emphasis of our economic efforts must now shift

from inflation to jobs.
To bolster business and industry and to create new jobs
I propose a one-year tax reduction of $16 billion.

Three-quarters

would go to individuals and one-quarter to promote business
investment.

This is approximately the ratio that individual

income taxes bear to corporate income taxes •

•

,
5

This cash rebate to individuals amounts to 12 percent of
1974 tax payments --a total of $12 billion dollars.

Taxpayers

could receive up to $1, 000.
I call today on the Congress to,act by April 1.
Congress does so, the Government can send the first

If the

check

for half the rebate in May and the second by September.
The other one-fourth of the cut, about $4 billion, will
go to businesses, including farms, to promote expansion and
create more jobs.
The one-year reduction for businesses would be in t?e
form of a liberalized investment tax credit increasing the rate
from 4 percent to 12 percent for utilities and from 7 percent to
12 percent for

other corporations.

This tax cut does not embody the more fundamental reforms
needed in our tax system.
allowing taxpayers

But it points us in the right direction --

rather than the Government to spend

pay.

"

th~ir

6

Cutting taxes now, is essential if we are to turn the
economy around.
jobs.

A tax cut offers the best hope of creating more

At the same time, it will increase the size of the budget

deficit.

•

Therefore, it is more important than ever that we take

steps to control the growth of Federal expenditures.
Part of our trouble is that we have been self-indulgent.

For

decades we have been voting ever-increasing levels of government
benefits, and now the bill has come due.
We have been adding so many new programs that the
size and growth of the Federal budget has taken on a life of

·One characteristic of these programs is that their cost
increases automatically every year because the number of people
eligible for most of these benefits increases every year.

When

these programs are enacted, there is no dollar amount set.
one knows what they will cost.

No

All we know is that whatever they

cost last year, they will cost more next year.
It is a question of simple arithmetic.

Unless we check the
'
excessive growth of Federal expenditures or ilnpose on ourselves
matching increases in taxes, we will .continue to run huge inflationary
deficits in the Federal budget.

,

7

1If we project the current built-in momentum of Federal
~

~

spending through the next 15 years, Federal, State, and local
'I

Government expenditures could easily comprise

nea~ly

half of

'I
our gross national product.

'l;his compares with less than a

third in 1975.
I am now in the process of preparing my budget for fiscal
year 1976.
In that budget I will propose legislation to restrain the growth
of a number of existing programs.

I have also concluded that no

new spending programs can be initiated this year, except those for
energy.

Further, I will not hesitate to veto any new spending

programs adopted by the Congress.
Once we have made significant progress toward solving our
resent problems, we can take on other c;flallenges, such as the
eed at the appropriate time for a national health insurance program.

,

In addition,.ard putting the Federal Government house in order,
~

...

~

I must go on record today for a 5 percent limit on Federal pay increases esve!t tltoaglt COI±tparability eeillt A8R8ii:rs»amental
1

wag~s

iiiigltl jttstify more.

In all Government programs tied to the consumer price index -including social security, civil service and military retirement pay,
and food stan1ps -- I am asking for a 5 percent ceiling on increases

for the next year

-~-

•

8

None of these recommended ceiling limitations, over
which the Congress has final authority, will be easy to make,
since in most cases they involve anticipated payments to

deserving~~

Nonethel~ss,

it must be done.

recommend the action with great regret.

I

I must emphasize

that I am not asking that we eliminate or reduce these programs.
I am recommending that we slow down to 5 percent the rate at
which these programs will expand.
These proposed legislative, pay and price adjustment
limitations would realize an

estimated'J~

Federal outlays for the year.

billion savings in

Washington would be practicing

what it preaches in budgetary restraint.
With-Congressional support of these policies for governmental
expenditure restraint it will be possible to make the tax reduction
I am proposing today without adding to inflation.
Only a reduction in the growth in spending can keep federal
borrowing down and reduce the damage to the private sector from
high interest rates.

Only a reduction in spending can make it

possible for the Federal Reserve Board to avoid an inflationary
growth in the money supply and thus restore balance to our economy.
A :r:ajcr reductwr: in the grcw.·th oi Federal spending can help to

dispel the uncertainty that so many feei about our economy, and

,

Sa

·)A.

put us on the way to curing the economic disease called
'fstaglialloa. "
Bitter medicine is never pleasant, 81o1t if
syn].]gur jt

heS

lui 11 away ft Oitl thi..s

,

V;

e ate Se si.ble

it is be,J::ter than being sick •

.,;[_~,. e; ot. . ,nws. .,.;n 9.,.t-~ o
..
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not take our medicine.

If we do not act to slow down the rate of increase

in Federal spending, the United States Treasury will be

legally obligated to spend more than 360 billion dollars in

Fiscal Year 1976 -- even if no new programs are enacted.

These are not
again
matters of conjecture or prediction, but/of simple arithmetic.

size of these numbers and their implications

for our >everyday

life and the health of our economic system are truly sobering.

*

,

*

*

The

10

'!'.h.¢ economic disruption we and others are experiencing, stems

'

in part from the fact that the world price of petroleum has quadrupled
\

in the last year.
nations.

But we cannot put all of the blame on the\ oil-exporting

l

We in the United States are not entirely blameless.

growing dependence upon.

Our

foreign sources has been

adding to our vulnerability for years and we did nothing to
prepare ourselves for an event such as the embargo of 1973.

~ .t;;, l'iu~
Until

~.

this country had a surplus capacity of crude oil,

which we were able to make available to our trading partners
whenever there was a disruption of supply of Middle East crude oil.
This surplus crude oil capacity enabled us to influence both supplies
and prices of crude oil throughout the world.

Our excess capacity

effectively neutralized any effort at establishing an effective cartel,
and thus the rest of the world was assured of adequate supplies of
oil at reasonable prices.
About five years ago, unfortunately, our surplus capacity
vanished and, as a consequence, the latent power of the oil cartel
could emerge in full force.

Europe and Japan, both heavily dependent

on in1ported oil, now struggle to keep their economies in balance, and

,

11

even the United States, which is far more self-sufficient than
most other industrial conntries, has been put nnder serious
pressure.
I am proposing a program which

will begin to restore our

country's surplus capacity in total energy.

In this way, we will

be able to assure to ourselves and to the major energy-importing
nations of the world adequate and reliable sources of energy at
reasonable prices.
But this nation and, in fact, the world must face the
prospect of energy difficulties between now and 1985.

The

program I am presenting will im.pose burdens on all of us
w.i.w1

Ute c:~..i.In

u.l reuucing uur c:onsun1ption oi energy anci

increasing production.

Great attention has been paid to

considerations of fairness and I can assure you that
the burden will not fall more harshly on those less
able to bear the burden.

,

- 12 -

I am today presenting the Congress with a plan to make

t c e•
'

us invulnerable to cut-offs of undependable foreign Qil.

It

\A
I

will require sacrifices.

But,.it will work.

As a first step,

I am establishing the following national energy goals to

assure that our future is as secure and productive as our

past:

First, we must reduce oil imports by 1 million

_,_ --

.......... J

'--fJ

J

....... -

....U.\,;;.

- (' I,_ •

V.L.

L..l..&..l..::t

y CCI...l

,

Cl..ilU

1

U

y

-

L.

million barrels per day by the end of 1977 ..

Second, we must end vulnerability to economic

disruption by foreign suppliers by 1985.

Third, we must develop our energy technology and

resources so that the United States has the ability

to supply a significant share of the energy needs

of the Free World by the end of this century.
-~-

,

- 13 -

To attain these objectives, we need immediate action to

cut imports.

a

Unfortunately, in the short-term there are only

limited number of actions'which can increase domestic

supply.

l intend to pursue all of them.

I urge quick action on legislation to allow commercial

production at the Elk Hills, California, Naval Petroleum

Reserve.

In order that we make greater use of domestic coal

resources.

I am submitting amendments to the Energy

Supply and Environmental Coordination Act which will greatly

increase the number of power prlant that can be converted

to coal now.

Voluntary conservation continues to be essential, but

tougher programs are also needed,,

and needed now._.

Therefore, I am using'Presidential powers to raise the

,

- 14 -

fee on all imported crude oil, natural gas liquids and petroleum

~~
products.

~

fee levels will be raised from one dollar per

barrel on April 1 to two dollars per barrel on March 1 and

three dollars per barrel on April 1.

I will take action to

reduce adverse regional impacts.

Additionally, I am requesting the Congress to act within

90 days on a more comprehensive energy tax program, which

includes:

Excise taxes and import fees

totaling two dollars

per barrel on all crude oil, and product imports.

Deregulation of natural gas and a natural gas

excise tax.

I will use Presidential powers to decontrol the

7

price of domestic

on April 1.

I

urge Congress enact a windfall products tax by

that date to ensure that oil producers not profit

,

- 15 -

unduly.

I
~

The administrative actions I announced are only interim

measures.

The sooner Congress acts, the more

the

oil conservation program will be and the quicker the Federal

revenues can be returned

to our people.

I am prepared to use Presidential authority to limit

imports, as necessary, to guarantee the success of this program.

I want you to know that before clearing this conservation

program, I considered rationing and ;higher gasoline taxes as

alternatives.

Neither would achieve the desired results .and

both would produce unacceptable inequities.

A massive

program must be initiated to increase energy supply, cut

demand and provide new standby emergency programs to the

independence we want by 1985.

,

- 16 -

I

The largest part of increased oil production will

~

u

i

have to come from new frontier areas on the 0. ter[Continental

I
•
Shelf and from the Naval Petroleum
Reserve #4 in Alaska.
Therefore, I _anow reaffirm that it is the intent of this

Administration to move ahead with exploration, leasing and

production on those frontier areas of the Outer Continental

Shelf where the environmental risks are judged to be acceptable.

Use of our most abundant domestic resource -- coal --

is severely limited.

We must strike a new compromise on

environmental concerns with coal.

I am submitting Clean Air

Act amendments which will allow greater coal use without

sacrificing our clean air goals.

I vetoed the strip mining leg

Congress.

slation passed by the last

With some changes, I am prepared to sign a revised

version into law.

,
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-

I am preparing a number of actions to rejuvei?-ate our

nuclear power program.

'!
I will submit legislation tQ

expediate nuclear licensing and the rapid selection of sites all

energy facilities.

In recent months, utilities· have cancelled or postponed

over 60 percent of planned nuclear expansion and 30 percent of

planned additions to non-nuclear capacity.

Financing problems

for that industry are worsening.

I am therefore proposing:

The investment bx credit increase affection all

industries, which I mentioned earlier, be extended an

additiona.l 2 years for construction of coal and nuclear

power plants.

Selective reform of state utility commission
<

I

regulations.

,
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To provide the critical stability for our domestic energy

production in the face of significant world price uncertainty,

I will request legislation to authorize and require tariffs,

import quotas or price floors to protect our energy prices at

levels which will achieve energy independence.

Increasing energy supplies is not enough -- we must

also cut dem.and.

I therefore propose:

Legislation to make thermal efficiency standards

mandatory for all new buildings in the United States.

A new tax credit of up to $150 for those home owners

who add insulation. sto rrn doors and windows.

The establis hrnent of an energy conservation program

funded at $55 million in Fiscal Year 1976 for low

income families to purchase insulation supplies.

,

- 19 -

Legislation to. delay automotive pollution standards

for 5 years, which will enable us to improve

automobile gas mileage by 40 percent.

,

•

~

~
':.~~Hewing'¥.

I believe in America's capacities.

Accordingly, I will seek the

for completion within the next ten years:

\~

-- 200 major nuclear power plants,

-- 250 major new coal mines,

-- 180 major coal-fired power plants,

-- 30 major new oil refineries,

-- 20 major new synthetic fuel plants,

-- the drilling of many thousands of new oil wells,

-- the insulation of 18 million homes,

-- and construction of millions of new automobiles, trucks,

and busses that use much less fuel.

'fv.e.s·~
We can do it.

In another crisis --the one in 1942 --(Franklin

Roosevelt said this country would build 50, 000 aircraft.

built 75, 000,

,

We actually

p,
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These proposals and actions, taken together, can reduce
our dependence on foreign energy supplies to 3-5 million barrels
per day by 1985.

I will propose standby emergency legislation

and a new strategic storage program of 1 billion barrels of oil

•

for domestic needs and 300 million barrels for defense purposes,
to make the U, S. invulnerable to any disruption.
For the future, we must be able to help other nations through
development of new energy technology.

I will propose vv'hatever

funds are needed for research and development activities to
ensure that America c;:tn maintain its energy independence,

I

have also established a goal of 1 million barrels of synthetic
fuels and shale oil production by 1985 and will implement an
incentives program to assure we achieve it.

-----~~

If the Congress

these

a~d the American people will not co~sider

goals~~!::::. ::l::d

attainable.

~~
"J; ~

,.,..,./.,.

lloe!ieoe tkey •••

It will require dedication and sacrifice, but we can

afford no less.

,

l

FTom adversity let us seize opportunity.

Revenues

'

from higher energy taxes designed to encourage conservation,
can be used to make basic changes in our tax system.

'Ijhese
i

new tax revenues must be refunded to the American people to

•

cornpensate for higher fuel costs and to remove the distortions
il\ our tax system 'Yrought by inflation.
People have been pushed into higher tax brackets by
inflation with a consequent reduction in their actual spending
power.

Business taxes are similarly distorted because

inflation exaggerates reported profits --meaning excessive
taxes.

We ~11 use the $30 billion of energy

revenues to

correct the inequities inflation has caused.
Accordingly, I propose that individual income taxes be
·,

reduced by $16. 5 billion:--Thfs would be done by raisL"'lg the low income allov.an::e
and reducing the tax rates.

'!r_is permanent tax cut will primarily

benefit lower and middle income taxpayers.
For example, a typical farrlily of four with a gross income
of $5,600 now pays $185 in Federal income taxes.
t~x

Under this

cut- plan, they would pay nothing due to an increase in the low

income allowance.

A family oi four with a gross income of

now pays $1,260 in Federal taxes.

My plan cuts that by $300.

grossing $20,000 would receh-e a reduction of $210.

,

~12,

500

Families

Those with the very lowest incomes, who can least afford
higher fuel

costs, must also be compensated.

I propose a
I

payment of $80 to every person 18 years of age and older
in that category.

Such payments will total $1. 8 billion.

There will be a special credit to homeowners who install
storm windows and doors or add insulation to their homes, to
I

conserve energy.

State and local governments will receive $2 billion in
additional revenue sharing to offset their increased energy costs.
To offset inflation distortions and to generate more economic
·activity, the corporate tax rate will be reduced from 48 percent to
42 percent.

This will amount to $6. 5 billion.

The remaining $3 billion represents the Federal Government's
own costs for higher fuel prices.

i

,
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.I.Jet me turn for a moment to the international dimension

of the present crisis .

At no time in our peacetime history has the state of the

nation depended more heavily on the state of the world.

And

seldom if ever has the state of the world depended more heavily

on the state of our nation.

--

The economic crisis is global.

We will not solve

it at home unless w-{;!!:.dy the profound economic

dislocation now afflicting the world.

World· trade

and monetary structure provides markets, energy,

food and vital raw materials -- for all nations.

This

international system is now in jeopardy.

This nation can be proud of significant achievements

in recent years in soh-ing problems and crises.

The

Berlin Agreement, the SALT agreements, our new

,

relationship with China, the unprecendented efforts

in the Middle East -- are of lasting significance.

But

~cv
the world is not free from c;ises.

A world of 150

1
tvUf~~ a.~nuclear
1 ~
~ r4
nations,
te-dmology, and
~lifcxat:i::ag

~

continuing regional conflicts is a world in which

international security cannot be taken for granted.

~~

So let there be no mistake about it:

·vita! fact of our lives today.

ifttetde~ons~~c-e

is a

This is not a moment for t..'he

American people to turn inward.

hH-~

'
More than
-..t etny

~

a-genetation =-possibly Hi eu:r :bistel"y --our own well-being

depends on America's determination and leadership in the

world arena.

~

-- Our economy, more than any other, determines tb.e

A

economic health of the rest of the world.

But a strong

U.S. economy cannot flourish in an economically sick world.

,

/yt.? .

11
"l"t "1
-- We are a great na ti on - -J{conom1ca y 1 rm 1 ar1 y,

I

and diplomatically.

America 1 s commitment to international

:'
security has sustained the safety of allies and friehds

in the Middle East, in Europe, in Asia.

in many areas

-

Our turning away would unleash new instabilities and

dangers around the globe which would in turn threaten

our own security.

At the end of World War II, we turned a similar challenge into

an historic achievement.

An old order was in disarray; political and

economic institutions were shattered.

In that period this nation

and its partners built new institutions, new mechanisms of mutual

support and cooperation.

opportunity.

Today, as then, we face an historic

I£ we act, imaginatively and boldly, as we acted then,

this period will in retrospect be seen as one

moments of our history.

,

<Jf

the great creative

The whole world is watching to see how we respond

today.

~e

measures we have on our agenda h

'11n~... are

vital.

A resurgent American economy would do more to restore the

confidence of the world in its own future than anything else we

can do.

The program that this Congress will pass can

~-,;;
demonstrate to the world that we have put our own house in

1

order.

It can show that this nation is able

and willing to help

other nations meet the common challenge.

It can demonstrate

among nations.

-- At stake is the future of the industrialized

democracies, who have perceived their destiny in common
'
and sustained it

in com1non for 30 years.

Let one nation

now act decisively-- not simply to pool technology,

but even rnore to recover our confidence that our future

1

,

is in our own hands, not at the mercy of external

forces.

The developing nations are also at a turning point.

The poorest nations see their hopes of feeding their

hungry and developing their societies shattered by ~

economic

c~.

For the producers of raw materials,

their long-term economic future, too, depends on a

cooperative solution to the current crisis.

Our relations with the Communist countries are a

basic

~
~
~..+the
world erivironment. ;.!we seek

peace, we must seek to build a long-term basis for our

coexistence.

We will stand by our principles and our

interests; we will act firmly when challenged.

But the

kind of world we seek to build depends on a broad

policy of creating mutual incentives for restraint and

for cooperation.

,

DEFENSE

As we move forward§ tb a niOil r:hs

challenges and opportunities

EuliQpe,

4

,~etfim-in-tlu~ Middl~...E~~

sie, Le"M: :A:meitt:a,

~r Atit~e

must have the

tools to do the job.

Our military forces are strong and ready.

This

military strength deters aggression against our allies,

stabilizes our relations With former adversaries and

protects our homeland.

Fully adequate conventional

and strategic forces cost many billions, but these

dollars are sound insurance for our safety and a more

peaceful world.

Military deterrence alone is not sufficient.

Effective

diplomacy is also essential in preventing conflict and building

world understanding.

The Vladivostok negotiations witP, the

Soviet Union represent a major step in moderating strategic

,

arms competition.

My recent discussion with leaders of the

Atlantic Commrmity and Japan have contributed

~Jy

to

our meeting jointly the common challenge.

But we have serious challenges before us that require

cooperation between the President and the Congress.

By

the Constitution and tradition, the execution of foreign
AA
policy~

basically the responsibility of the President.

hl recent years, rmder the stress of the Vietnam

VY

ar I i.t!gisi.ai::ive restricl:ions on me Presldent' s capablllty

to execute foreign and military decisions have proliferated.

As a member of the Congress I opposed some and approved

others.

As President I welcome the advice and cooperation

of the House and Senate.

In return you will have full reciprocity.

But, if our foreign policy is to be successful we cannot

rigidly restrict in legislation the ability of the President

to act.

The conduct of negotiation is ill- suited to. such

1/
!

,

limitations.

For my part, I pledge this Administration will

act in the closest consultation with the Congress as we face the

delicate and troubled times throughout the globe.

Let me say a word about Ihdochina.

The United States paid dearly in blood and treasure to

defend a brave ally against external attack.

then we came home.

We succeeded, and

died

Fifty thousand Americans

there; only a few years ago we were spending $30 billion

~.~A tie{

J JA/'>"-1 I

Today all 1:hzlt the Vietnamese ask of us is sufficient

a yeZlPP.

dollars and weapons to maintain their own defense.

The

question we face is whether this country and this Congress -- after

all the sacrifices

H
taet

have been made --will now deprive our

/;

brave allies of the means for their own defense,

E

they

~.~tAJ"l.~
struggl;

~

~e we must not short-change th:;:'J

:s.W.ll slt

1 tty

ask the CeBgl'ess, iA • v-.e, fgl' additional

f}IJJd§ fgr economie a:tHl !nil:i:i!sry add tg Sout.R.·-¥ietna:m ·and-Cambofiia.

,

3(
The world will judge from our action whether the United States

l i s a fation that stands by its allies and its principles.
<f

We must remember that foreign assistance is ari integral

!
'I

part of our own security.

Our t:ontribution to the strength and

well-being of friends and allies is made in our own clear national

interest.

Likewise, foreign assistance for humane purposes to

those less well off, through programs of technical and economic

aid., PL480 and the Peace Corps, has always been

a substant1a1 thrust ot America• s generosity.

it will continue to be so in the future.

,

I intend that

32.

..

America needs a new di.rection which I have sought to chart here

today -- a. change of course ·,v'-:ich will

-- put the unemployment back to work;

increase our incomes;

··- and achieve energy i::dependence.

,!

If any people have the strength, the resolution, the experience,

I

and the ability to maintain their freedorn. we are that neonle.
.. .

Tam

confident that we will limit O'.:rselves and govern ourselves wisely, as

we have done for almost 200 ·1·ears.

Vie may make blunders, we may

lose our \vay, but we have scu:1d fundamental principles. we have a

V/ise and

~ested Co::-,sti:.t::>)~.

:::.nd '.ve :C.aYe the pri::ciplcs of the

Declaration of Independence ::o guide

,

'.lS.

VTe rarely measure up to

3)

those stern standards, but we always know how to measure ourselves

and by how much we have fallen short, and what we must do to correct

our errors.

Those who love liberty everywhere in the world rely on us and

on our national strength.

of liberty and justice.

They grieve when we stray froi< ~the paths

Our errors and weaknesses wound them, too.

As our 200th anniversary approaches, we owe it to ourselves, and to

ail others who long for liberty, to rebuild our political and economic

strength.

Let us make America, once again, and for centuries more

to com.e, v.·hat it has so long been -- a stronghold and beacon-light of

liberty for the \vorld.

,

From

N.s.c.

- ~,_~
ii...,~...-J by Secretary Kissinger
STATE OF THE UNION

At no time in our history has the state of the nation depended more
heavily on the state of the world.

And seldom if ever has the state of

the world depended more heavily on th·e state of our nation •

•

-- The economic crisis is global.

We will not solve it at

·home unless we remedy the profound economic dislocation

..

now afflicting 1;he world.
system provides

01

The world trade and monetary

r markets abroad and our imports of

vital raw materials; it provides man 1 s basic needs for food,
for energy, and for progress.

All this is dependent on a

global system of orderly economic ties and orderly growth.
This international system is now in jeopardy.

-- And it still is a world of political turmoil.

This nation

can be proud of significant achievements in recent years in
solving problems and crises.

The Berlin Agreement, the

SALT agreements, our new relationship with China, the
unprecedente~d

efforts in the Middle East -- are of lasting

significance.

But the world is not free from crises.

A world

of 150 ; ·, : nations, proliferating nuclear technology, and continuing regional conflicts is a world in which international
security cannot be taken for granted.

,

So let there be no mistake about it: interdependence is a vital
fact of our lives today.
United States.
inward.

Interdependence is in the highe,st interests of the

This is not a moment for the American people to turn

More than at any time in a generation --possibly in our history --

our own well-being depends on Ameri~a's determination and leadership
in the world arena.
Our economy produces one-third of the world's goods.
Our economy# more than any other# determines the economic
health of the rest of the world.

But the converse is even more

true -- that a strong US economy cannot exist in an economically
sick world.
We are the world's strongest power.

America's commit-

ment .to international security has sustained the safety of allies
and friends in many.areas --in the Middle East, in Europe,
in Asia.

Our turning away would unleash new instabilities

and dangers around the globe which would in turn destroy our
own security and tranquility.

At the end of World Warn, we turned a similar challenge into
an

histori~

achievement.

An old order was in disarray; political and

economic institutions were shattered.

In that period this nation and

its partners built new institutions, new mechanisms of mutual support

,

-?and cooperation.

We acted creatively, imaginatively, boldly.

We

overcame fear by seizing the initiative and shaping our own destiny.
We did not seek such responsibilities.

But we have borne them

successfully -- and thereby safeguarded our own interests and our own
well-being.

The whole world is watching to see how we respond today.

So the measures we have on our agenda today are vital.

A

resurgent American economy would do more to restore the confidence of
the world in its own future than anything else we can do.

The program

that this Congress will pass will demonstrate to the world that we have
put our own house in order.

It will demonstrate that this nation is able

and willing to help other nations meet the common needs of man for
energy, food, and progress.

It will demonstrate that this nation has

taken up its responsibility to lead us out of the current crisis.
The Foreign Policy agenda is equally serious.

At stake is the future of the industrialized democracies,
who have perceived their destiny in common and sustained
it in common for 30 years.

l

Our decisive action now is

essential -- not simply to pool technology, but even more
to recover our sense that our future is in our own hands,
not at the mercy of external forces.

The health of freedom

in many countries will be affected by our success.

,

-~-

The developing nations are also at a turning point.

For

the poorest nations, their ability to feed the hungry and their
hopes for economic development are literally at stake.

For

the producers of raw materials, their long-term economic
future, too, depends on a cooperative solution to the current
crisis.

Our relations with the Communist countries are a basic
determinant of the world environment.

If we seek peace,

we must seek to stabilize these relationships and build a
long-term basis for our coexistence.

We will stand by our

principles and our interests; we will act firmly when challenged.
But the kind of world we seek to build depends on a broad policy
of creating mutual incentives for restraint and for cooperation.

Let me say a word about Indochina.
The United States paid dearly in blood and treasure to defend a
brave ally against external attack.
horne.

We succeeded, and then we carne

50, 000 Americans died there; only a few years ago we were

spending $30 billion a year.

Today all that the Vietnamese ask of us

is sufficient assistance to maintain their own defense.

The question

we face is whether this country and this Congress --after all the

,

-t&.sacrifices that have been made -- will now deprive our brave allies
of the means for their own defense.
I will shortly ask the Congress, therefore, for additional funds
for economic and military aid to South Vietnam and Cambodia.

•

The

world will judge from our action whether the United States is a nation
that stands by its allies and its principles.

The American people look to their elected leaders to set our
course.

I as President, and you as the Congress, have our separate

responsibilities.

We are both accountable for the success or failure of

our effort.
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No foreign policy can be sustained without

the understanding and support of the people and the Congress.

The

Congress, by its oversight and appropriations and its specific legislative
responsibilities, helps define the broad outline of national policy.
But I would not be fulfilling my responsibility as President
for the conduct of our diplomacy if I did not fight -- and fight hard --

I

•

against restrictions which I believe do damage to our interests and
our policies.

The conduct of negotiation is ill-suited to the rigidity of

restrictive legislation; an attempt to enshrine an attitude in a statute
can produce consequences exactly c6ntrary to the purposes it is meant
to serve.
My Administration will act wherever possible in the closest
consultation with the Congress.

But these troubled times cry out more

than ever for coherent policy and determined action.

I consider this

my duty as President.

J

,

Let me shift from our domestic economic and energy circumstances
to the global picture.

•
At no time in our peacetime history
has the state of the
nation depended more heavily on the state of the world.

And

seldom if ever has the state of the world depended more heavily
on the state of our nation.
The economic crisis is global.

We will not solve

it at home uruess we remedy the profound economic
dislocation now afflicting the world.

World trade

and international monetary systems provide our markets
abroad and our imports of vital raw materials.

All

this is dependent on a global system of orderly economic
ties and growth.

This international system is now in

jeopardy.

And it still is a world of political turmoil.

This

nation can be proud of significant achievements in recent

years in solving problems and crises.

The Berlin Agreement,

-
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the SALT agreements, our new relationship with China,
the unprecendented efforts in the Middle East -- are
of lasting significance.
from crises.

But the world is not free

A world of,l50 nations, proliferating

nuclear technology, and continuing regional conflicts
is a world in which international security cannot be
taken for granted.
So what is our role, our mission?
Let there be no mistake about it:
fact of our lives today.
of the United States.
to turn inward.

interdependence is a vital

Interdependence is in the highest interests

This is not a moment for the American people

More than at any time in a generation -- possibly

in our history -- our own well-being depends on America's determination and leadership in the world arena.
Our economy produces one-third of the world's goods.
Our economy, more than any other, determines the economic
health of the rest of the world.

But the converse is even

more true -- that a strong US economy cannot exist in an
economically sick world.

-
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-- We are a great nation -- economically, militarily,
and diplomatically.

America's commitment to internatiorial

security has sustained the safety of allies and friends
in many areas -- in the Middle East, in Europe, in

Asia~

Our turning away would·unleash new instabilities and
dangers around the globe which would in turn destroy our
own security and tranquility.
At the end of World War II, we turned a similar challenge into
An old order was in disarray;

an historic achievement.

economic institutions were shattered.
and its partners built new
support and cooperation.
boldly.

~olitical

In that period this nation

institutio~s,

new mechanisms of mutual

We acted creatively, imaginativeiy,

We overcame fear by seizing the initiative and shaping

our own destiny.
We did not seek such responsibilities.

But we have borne

them -- successfully -- and thereby safeguarded our own interests
and our own well-being.
we respond today.

The whole world is watching to see how

and

- 4 So the measures we have on our agenda today are vital.

A

resurgent American economy would do more to restore the confidence
of the world in its own future than anything else we can do.

The

program that this Congress will pass will demonstrate to the world

•

that we have put our own house in order.

It will demonstrate that

this nation is able and willing to help other nations meet the
common needs of man for energy, food,

and progress.

It will

demonstrate that this nation has assumed its full responsibility
to lead us out of the current crisis.
The Foreign Policy agenda is equally serious.
At stake is the future of the industrialized
democracies, who have perceived their destiny in common
and sustained it in common for 30 years.

Our decisive

action now is essential -- not simply to pool technology,
but even more to recover our sense that our future is
in our own hands, not at the mercy of external forces.
The health of freedom in many countries will be affected

by our success.

•

-
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The developing nations are also at a turning point.
For the poorest nations, their ability to feed the hungry
and their hopes for economic development are literally at
stake.

For the

producer~

term economic future,

of raw materials,

their long-

too, depends on a cooperative

solution to the current crisis.
Our relations with the Communist countries are a
basic determinant of the world environment.

If we seek

peace, we must seek to stabilize these relationships and
build a long-term basis for our coexistence.

We will

stand by our principles and our interests; we will act
firmly when challenged.

But the kind of world we seek

to build depends on a broad policy of creating mutual
incentives for restraint and for cooperation .

•

As we move forward in the months ahead to broaden and
strengthen world peace, whether it be in the Middle East, Europe,
Asia, Latin America, or Africa we must have the tools to do the
job.
Our military forces are strong and ready.
military manpower program is successful.

Our all-volunteer

This military strength

deters aggression against our allies, stabilizes our relations
with former adversaries and protects our homeland.

Fully adequate

conventional and strategic forces cost billions,but these dollars
are sound insurance for our safety and a more peaceful world.
Military deterrence is not the only method of preventing
conflict and building world understanding.
is a key to progress.

Effective diplomacy

The Vladivostok negotiations with the

Soviet Union were successful.

Our relations with our

all~,

the French, are good because of recent discussions in Martinique.
The visits to Japan and South Korea brought better understanding
and a strengthening of our relationships.

-
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But we have serious challenges before us that require
cooperation between the President and the Congress.

By the

Constitution and tradition foreign policy was basically executed
by the President.

In recent

year~

under the stress of the Vietnam

War legislative restrictions on the President's capability to
execute foreign and military decisions proliferated • .As a
member of the Congress I opposed some and approved others.

As

President I welcome the advice and cooperation of the House and
Senate.

In return you will have full reciprocity.

But, if our

foreign policy is to be successful we cannot rigidly restrict
in legislation the power of the President to act.

The conduct

of negotiation is ill-suited to such limitations.

I pledge this

Administration will act in the closest consultations with the
Congress as we meet the delicate and trouble times throughout
the globe.

Let me say a word about Indochina.
The United States paid dearly in blood and treasure to defend a brave

ally against external attack.

We succeeded, and then we came home.

Fifty thousand Americans died there; only a few years ago we were spending

$30 billion a year.

Today all that the Vietnamese ask of us is sufficient

dollars and weapons to maintain their own defense.

The question we face is

whether this country and this Congress- -after all the sacrifices that have

been made- -will now deprive our brave allies of the means for their own

defense.

As they struggle alone we must not short-change them.

I will shortly ask the Congress, therefore, for additional funds for

economic and military aid to South Vietnam and Cambodia.

The world will

judge from our action whether the United States is a nation that stands

by its allies and its principles.

Foreign assistance is an integral part of our own security.

Foreign

assistance for humane purposes to those less well off has always been a

substantial thrust of America's generosity.

It will be in the future with P. L.

480, technical and economic aid and the Peace Corps .

•

Let me shift from our domestic economic and energy circumstances
to the global picture.
At no time in our peacetime history has the state of the
nation depended more,heavily on the state of the world.

And

seldom if ever has the state of the world depended more heavily
on the state of our nation.
The economic crisis is global.
it at home uruess we

~emedy

We·will not solve

the profound economic

dislocation now afflicting the world.

World trade

and international monetary systems provide our· markets
abroad and our imports of vital raw materials.

All

this is dependent on a global system of orderly economic
ties and growth.

This international system is now in

jeopardy.
And it still is a world of political turmoil.

This

nation can pe proud of significant achievements in recent
years in solving

•

proble~s

and crises •

The Berlin Agreement,

- 2 the SALT agreements, our new relationship with China,
the unprecendented efforts in the Middle East -- are
of lasting significance.
from crises.

But the world is not free

A world of,l50 nations, proliferating

nuclear technology, and continuing regional conflicts
I

is a world in which international security cannot be
taken for granted.
So what is our role, our mission?
Let there be no mistake about it:
fact of our lives today.
of the United States.
to turn inward.

interdependence is a vital

Interdependence is in the highest interests

This is not a moment for the American people

More than at any time in a generation -- possibly

in our history -- our own well-being depends on America's determination and leadership in the world arena.
Our economy produces one-third of the world's goods.
Our economy, more than any other, determines the economic
health of the rest of the world.

But the converse is even

more true -- that a strong US economy cannot exist in an
economically sick world.

-
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-- We are a great nation -- economically, militarily,
and diplomatically.

America's commitment to international

security has sustained the safety of allies and friends
in many areas -- in the.Middle East, in Europe, in

Asia~

Our turning away would·unleash new instabilities and
dangers around the globe which would in turn destroy our
own security and tranquility.
At the end of World War II, we turned a similar challenge into
an historic achievement.

An old order was in

economic institutions were shattered.

disarray~

~olitical

In that period-this nation

and its partners built new institutioqs, new mechanisms of mutual
support and cooperation.
boldly.
our own

We acted creatively, imaginativeiy,

We overcame fear by seizing the initiative and shaping
destiny~

We did not seek such responsibilities.

But we have borne

them -- successfully -- and thereby safeguarded our own interests
and our own well-being.

The whole world is watching to see how

we respond today.

•

and

- 4 So the measures we have on our agenda today are vital.

A

restirgent American economy would do more to restore the confidence
·I

of the world in its own future than anything else we can do.

The

program that this Congress will pass will demonstrate to the world
that we have put our own house in order.

It will demonstrate that
f

this nation is able and willing to help other nations meet the
common needs of man for energy, food, and progress.

It will

demonstrate that this nation has assumed its full responsibilityto lead us out of the current cr-isis.
The Foreign Policy agenda is equally serious.
At stake is the future of the industrialized
democracies, who have perceived their destiny in common
and sustained it in common for 30 years.

Our decisive

action now is essential -- not simply to pool techn.ology,
but even more to recover our sense that our future is
in our own hands, not at the mercy of external forces.
The health of freedom in many countries will be affected
by our success.

-
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The developing nations are also at a turning point.
For the poorest

nat~ons,

their ability to
feed the hungry
I

and their hopes for economic development are iiterally at
stake.

For the producers'of raw materials, their long-

term economic future, too, depends on a cooperative
solution to the current crisis.
Our relations with the Communist countries are a
basic determinant ·of the world environment.

If we seek

peace, we must seek to stabilize these relationships and
build a long-term basis for our coexistence.

We will

stand by our principles and our interests; we will act
firmly when challenged.

But the kind of world we seek

to build depends on a broad policy of creating mutual
incentives for restraint and for cooperation .

•

As we mpve

in the months ahead to broaden and

forw~rd

strengthen world peace, whether it be in the Middle East, Europe,
Asia, Latin America, or Africa we must have the tools to do the
job.
Our military forces ate strong and ready.
military manpower program is successful.

Our all-volunteer

This military strength

deters aggression against our allies, stabilizes our relations
with former adversaries and protects our homeland.

Fully adequate

conventional and strategic forces cost billions,but these dollars
are sound insurance for our safety and a more peaceful world.
Military deterrence is not the only method of preventing
conflict and building world understanding.
is a key to progress.

The,Vladivos~~k

Soviet·Union were successful.

Effective diplomacy

negotiations with the

Our relations with our allies,

the French, are good because of recent discussions in

Mar~inique.

.

The visits to Japan and South Korea brought better understanding
and a strengthening of our relationships •

•

- 2 But we have serious challenges before us that require
cooperation

betwe~n

the PresLdent and the Congress.

By the

Constitution and tradition foreign policy was basically executed
by the President.

In recent years
under the stress of the Vietnam
,

War legislative restrictions on the President's capability to
execute foreign and military decisions proliferated.

.As a

member of the Congress I opposed some and approved others.
President I welcome the advice and
Senate.

coop~ration

As

of the Rouse and

In return you will have full reciprocity.

But, if our

foreign policy is to be successful we cannot rigidly

res~rict

in legislation the power of the President to act.

The conduct

of negotiation is ill-suited to such limitations.

I pledge this

Administration will act in the closest consultations with the
Congress as we meet the delicate and trouble times throughout
the g!'obe.

As we move

forwa~d

in the months ahead to broaden and

strengthen world peace, whether it be in the Middle East, Europe,
Asia, Latin America, or Africa we must have the tools to do the
job.
Our military forces are strong

ready.

~nd

military manpower program is successful.

Our all-volunteer

This military strength

deters aggression against our allies, stabilizes our relations
with former adversaries and protects our homeland.
conventional and strategic forces

~ost

Fully adequate

billions,but these dollars

are sound insurance for our safety and a more peaceful world.
Military deterrence is not the only method of preventing
conflict and building world understanding.
is a key to progress.

The,Vladivos~~k

Soviet·Union were successful.

Effective diplomacy

negotiations with the

Our relations with our allies,

the French, are good because of recent discussions in

Mar~inique.

The visits to Japan and South Korea brought better understanding
and a strengthening of our relationships.

- 2 But we have serious challenges before us that require
cooperation

betwe~n

the President and the Congress.

By the

Constitution and tradition foreign policy was basically executed
by the President.

In recent years under the stress of the Vietnam

'

War legislative restrictions on the President's capability to
execute foreign and military decisions proliferated • .As a
member of the Congress I opposed some and approved others.

As

President I welcome the advice and

and

Senate.

coop~ration

of the

In return you will have full reciprocity.

But, if our

foreign policy is to be successful we cannot rigidly
in legislation the power of the President to act.

~ouse

res~rict

The conduct

of negotiation is ill-sui ted to such 1 imitations. · I pledge this
Administration will act in the closest consultations with the
Congress as we meet the delicate and trouble times throughout
the g!'obe.

,

Let me say a word about Indochina.
The United Stat(.:s paid dearly in blood and treasure to defend a brave

ally against external attack.

We succeeded, and thenI we came home.

Fifty thousand Americans died there; only a few years ago we were spending

$30 billion a year.

Today all that the Vietnamese ask of us is sufficient

dollars and weapons to maintain their own defense.

..

The question we face is

whether this country and this Congress- -after all the sacrifices that have

been made--will now deprive our brave allies

defense.

-~f

the means for their own

As they struggle alone we must not short-change them.

I will shortly ask the Congress, therefore, for additional funds for

economic and military aid to South Vietnam and Cambodia.

The world will

judge from our action whether the United States is a nation that stands

by its allies and its principles.

Foreign assistance is an integral part of our own security.

Foreign

assistance for humane purposes to those less well off has always been a

substantial thrust of America's generosity.

It will be in the future with P. L.

480, technical and economic aid and the Peace Corps.

